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Declawing is an extremely painful procedure. According to the American Association of Feline Practitioners (AAFP), “Physically, regardless of the method used, onychectomy causes a higher level of pain than spays and neuters. Patients may experience both adaptive and maladaptive pain; in addition to inflammatory pain, there is the potential to develop long-term neuropathic or central pain if the pain is inadequately managed during the perioperative and healing periods.” (Emphasis added; please note that veterinarians who claim that using a laser decreases pain are just plain wrong.) You will see in this article that “adequate” pain management is very rarely achieved, meaning that nearly all declawed cats are at risk of developing chronic pain.

Scientific research shows that veterinarians are extremely variable in their pain management protocols. A survey published in 2000(1) found that 30% percent of veterinarians used no pain med at all; of the others, 70% used primarily or only butorphanol—a drug since proven to be largely ineffective in cats. (I recently spoke with the lead author of this study; she believes that the situation has improved in the last decade as vets have become more aware of, and more willing to treat, pain in animals; but there are no data to prove it.) Of those few veterinarians that do provide adequate pain meds, they’re usually given only for 3 days, despite a study(2) finding that cats remained painful for at least 12 days (the end of the study period.)

Signs of pain in a declawed cat: holding up paw, positioning toes over edge, squinting, whiskers pulled back. Cats hide pain extremely well; in fact, their reputation for stoicism is legend. I believe that virtually all declawed cats experience pain in one or more toes, some or all of the time. Evidence for this is the fact that 100% of human amputees experience phantom sensations (40% of them painful) for the rest of their lives, no matter how or when the amputation occurred—even as an infant, even with perfect surgical technique, and even with abundant post-op pain meds. (There’s an interesting clip from The Doctors TV show that mentions this in reference to human toe amputations.) Despite their stoicmness, some cats may eventually show overt signs of declaw pain, including:

- Lameness (note that if both paws hurt, the cat will not limp)
- Holding up one paw or shifting weight from side to side
• Grimacing (squinted eyes, whiskers pulled back close to the head)
• Shifting weight backward away from the toes
• Dropped carpus (hyperflexion of the wrist resulting from weight shift)
• Sitting so that the toes overhang the edge of the seat
• Walking gingerly, as if on nails or reluctance to have feet handled
• Decreased activity
• Decreased appetite
• Increased aggression

The most stunning aspect of these signs is that they may not be noticed for days, months, or even years after declawing surgery. Dr. James S. Gaynor, a pain management specialist (and one of my favorite professors in vet school!), says:

“Feline patients who have had onychectomy (declaw) may experience chronic pain. Owners of such cats usually report one of several concerns, the most common of which is fear that the cat is still in pain, especially in the fore paws, because it seems to walk very lightly on those feet, as if walking on nails or glass. Another common concern is behavioral changes, which may include decreased activity, decreased appetite, or increased aggression. The inciting cause for these presentations within days to months to years is usually the lack of adequate acute pain control in the immediate postoperative period. While owners may not bring their cats in for the problem early, it becomes apparent from the history that the pain, which the cat is manifesting as some problem, began sometime soon after the declaw procedure.”(3)

Dr. Gaynor believes that this type of chronic pain is due to a phenomenon called “wind-up” (as in “wind-up toy”). This is an increase in pain intensity over time that, in the case of declawing, can develop during a surgical procedure, or in the days to weeks afterward. Ordinary painkillers have little or no effect on wind-up pain. Dr. Gaynor states, “Treatment for this type of declaw pain involves simultaneously treating the wind-up phenomenon and providing analgesia. Treatment of wind-up basically involves resetting the receptors so that the spinal cord can process nociceptive [painful] input in an appropriate manner, allowing analgesics [painkillers] to work more effectively.”

Prevention of wind-up pain is obviously preferable to treating it. Dr. Gaynor recommends what he calls an “aggressive” multi-modal pain management formula for declaw surgery. It is unlikely that many vets actually do this much. This information is provided in case you want to
ask the veterinarian who did the declaw (or any vet who continues to declaw) if this is the protocol used in their clinic:

- Premedicate with medetomidine 20 µg/kg (or other alpha-2-agonist for sedation and analgesia) PLUS hydromorphone 0.1 mg/kg (or some other effective opioid in cats, such as buprenorphine) PLUS atropine 0.02–0.04 mg/kg (or glycopyrrolate 0.01 mg/kg). Combine in one syringe and administer SC.
- Induce anesthesia with diazepam/ketamine, propofol, or thiopental IV.
- Perform a declaw nerve block with lidocaine 1.5 mg/kg combined with bupivacaine 1.5 mg/kg as a total dose.
- Give meloxicam 0.2 mg/kg SC during recovery from declaw, followed by 0.05 mg/kg PO daily for 4 days; then 0.05 mg/2 kg PO daily for 4 days.
- Give buprenorphine 0.02 mg/kg SC 4 hours after hydromorphone administration; then 0.01 to 0.02 mg/kg buccally Q 12 H for 2 days.

Yet even this comprehensive protocol misses the boat by only giving post-op pain relief for eight days (though it's much better than what most vets do). Pain relief should be provided for at least two weeks post-op, and even that might not be enough for some cats.

Dr. Gaynor has also developed a medical protocol for relieving this type of chronic pain. Feel free to give this information to your veterinarian if you think your cat may be experiencing chronic pain from declawing:

**Veterinary Protocol for Alleviating Chronic Declaw Pain**

- Confirm pain is from paw.
- Radiograph paw to rule out bone fragments.
- Give amantadine 3 mg/kg PO daily for 21 days.
- Give buprenorphine 0.01–0.02 mg/kg buccally Q 12 H for 2–3 days.
- Give meloxicam 0.05 mg/kg PO daily for 4 days; then 0.05 mg/2 kg PO daily for 4 days; then 0.05 mg/cat PO daily for 4 days; then 0.05 mg/cat every other day for 5 days. [Note: The units for meloxicam administration are based on 0.05 mg, which is approximately 1 drop of meloxicam from the bottle, thus making dosing easy.

It's great that there is a way to diminish the pain that declawed cats experience. However, no pain protocol can replace the amputated bones or undo the damage to severed tissues. Nevertheless, there are things we can do to help declawed cats: see [Relief for Declawed Cats](#).
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Declawing changes the way the cat’s paws function, and this creates stress on the joints of the paw, wrist, elbow, shoulder, and spine. The cat’s gait changes, as weight is shifted backward from the toes to the large rear pad of the paw.

Research has demonstrated that, after declawing, cats shift their entire weight more toward the hind legs. This is quite a feat, considering that the front legs normally bear about 60% of the cat’s entire weight.

Within 6 months or so, normal weight distribution among the four legs is restored to pre-surgery values. However, changes and stresses within the paw persist and may even worsen due to normal contracture of the severed tendons due to scar tissue formation.

Over time, this altered stress can contribute to the development of arthritis.

In most older declawed cats, the toes are completely “frozen,” immovable even under deep anesthesia.

Declawing causes observable changes to the cat’s anatomy that are not only visible on radiographs (x-rays) but are obvious to anyone who cares to see them.
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So, your cat is declawed: maybe it was done prior to adoption; or a landlord or family member may have insisted on declawing, your veterinarian may have talked you into it, or you just didn’t know at the time how physically and psychologically damaging declawing is. But at this point the damage is done, and it is irreversible. Now what?

Fortunately, there are things you can do for a declawed cat to help relieve pain and improve quality of life.

1. If you think your cat may be experiencing declaw pain, it is not enough to
simply give the cat a painkiller. There is a complex and detailed protocol available for this unique type of pain (see Chronic Pain of Declawing for more information, including the most common signs of declaw pain).

2. The meridian therapy EFT can be very helpful in relieving pain as well as psychological effects (such as anger, frustration, sadness, depression, guilt). Click here to read an amazing article on using EFT for declawed cats.

3. Energy work is extremely important. Reiki is excellent for this. Also, I’ve heard of a few healers that have experimented with energetically “rebuilding” cats’ paws. (Sorry, I don’t know of anybody in particular who does this, but many energy healers may be willing to try.)

4. Flower essences are wonderful for overall healing, alleviating both physical and psychological pain, and helping with behavioral issues that may arise from declawing. Spirit Essences has a special “Declaw Remedy” designed specifically for this purpose.

5. Homeopathy may be helpful. For example, the homeopathic remedy Hypericum is specific to pain in fingers and toes. A high potency may be needed; please consult a homeopathic veterinarian for guidance on the correct remedy, dosage, and timing.

6. Massaging and stretching the toes and paws to minimize tendon contraction; this may also prevent the arthritis that commonly develops over time.

7. Flexor tendonectomy salvage surgery is an option for painful cats, cats with bone fragments (a common problem that occurs due to poor surgical technique), or those who develop behavioral problems as a result of declawing. Your veterinarian can read this reference: Cooper MA, Laverty PH, Solderer EE. Bilateral flexor tendon contracture following onychectomy in 2 cats. Can Vet J. 2005 March; 46(3): 244–246. Dr. Ron Gaskin of Main Street Veterinary Service is currently performing this surgery with 100% positive results. See this powerpoint presentation about this surgery.

Sadly, nothing can reverse the physical damage of declawing, but at least we may be able to help declawed cats feel better and be happier despite it.